Language, Literacy & Communication
Reading—Our focus text for this term will be the
Horrible Geography “Bloomin Rainforest”. This is a
non-fiction book with lots of interesting facts and
tales about the rainforest.
Writing—We will be writing persuasive arguments
through adverts and letters and hopefully doing
some story writing work too.
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Maths/Numeracy
Data Handling
Recording, collating and analysing information using graphs, tables, charts
Shape & Measures
Capacity, weight, length and 3D shape
Number
Place value and money

Anifeiliaid Coedwig Law
Oracy—We will be practising our debating skills to
argue and contest some of the important issues surrounding the rainforest such as deforestation, pollution and animal conservation.

Science & Technology
The properties and uses of different
materials.
DT
Learner –led activities creating our own versions of
the rainforests of the world from various materials,
using a range of techniques and styles.
ICT
Utilising Hwb and Google for Education to create
Google Docs, Slides and Pages about the rainforest,
deforestation and sustainability .

Health & Wellbeing
PE
Football & ball skills (Mrs Hughes)
Gymnastics (Mr Maddocks)

Humanities
Geography
Looking at the notable natural and physical
features of the rainforests around the
world. Comparing our locality with that of a
rainforest and looking at how human and
natural influence has changed these areas.
History
We will be looking at some of the ancient
tribes of the rainforests and how they have
adapted and changed over time whilst
keeping their traditions and way of life.
RE
The religious festival of Diwali .

Expressive Arts
Music
Recreate the sounds of the Rainforest.
Identify the musical elements and explore and discover sound makers in the
environment.
Art
Creating textured and varied collages
using a wide range of drawing implements to create our own representations of the Rainforests of the world.

